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Hands-On Reinforcement Learning with Python: Master reinforcement and deep reinforcement learning using OpenAI Gym and TensorFlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A hands-on guide enriched with examples to master deep reinforcement learning algorithms with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Enter the world of artificial intelligence using the power of Python
	
			An example-rich guide to master various RL and DRL algorithms
	
			Explore...
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Real-Time Database Systems - Architecture and TechniquesSpringer, 2000

	In recent years, tremendous research has been devoted to the design of database systems for real-time applications, called real-time database systems (RTDBS), where transactions are associated with deadlines on their completion times, and some of the data objects in the database are associated with temporal constraints on their validity....
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Visual Insights: A Practical Guide to Making Sense of Data (The MIT Press)MIT Press, 2014

	
		A guide to the basics of information visualization that teaches nonprogrammers how to use advanced data mining and visualization techniques to design insightful visualizations.

	
		In the age of Big Data, the tools of information visualization offer us a macroscope to help us make sense of the avalanche of data...
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SQL For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Uncover the secrets of SQL and start building better relational databases today!

	

	This fun and friendly guide will help you demystify database management systems so you can create more powerful databases and access information with ease. Updated for the latest SQL functionality, SQL For Dummies, 8th Edition...
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New Trends in Databases and Information Systems: 17th East European Conference on Advances in Databases and Information SystemsSpringer, 2013

	This book reports on state-of-art research and applications in the field of databases and information systems. It includes both fourteen selected short contributions, presented at the East-European Conference on Advances in Databases and Information Systems (ADBIS 2013, September 1-4, Genova, Italy), and twenty-six papers from ADBIS 2013...
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Temporal Data Mining (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery)CRC Press, 2010

	
		Temporal data mining deals with the harvesting of useful information from temporal data. New initiatives in health care and business organizations have increased the importance of temporal information in data today.

	
		From basic data mining concepts to state-of-the-art advances, Temporal Data Mining covers...
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DW 2.0: The Architecture for the Next Generation of Data Warehousing (Morgan Kaufman Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
First book on the new generation of data warehouse architecture, DW 2.0--by the "father of the data warehouse".     

       Data Warehousing has been around for 20 years and has become part of the information technology infrastructure. Data warehousing originally grew in response to the corporate need for information--not...
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Joe Celko's Thinking in Sets:  Auxiliary, Temporal, and Virtual Tables in SQLMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
THIS BOOK DEALS with the use of various kinds of SQL programming techniques that make use of tables rather than procedural code. I have been telling people that the biggest obstacle to learning SQL is unlearning procedural programming, but saying that does not show someone who has been thinking in fi les and procedural code his or her entire career...
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The Algorithms and Principles of Non-photorealistic Graphics: Artistic Rendering and Cartoon AnimationSpringer, 2010

	Non-photorealistic computer graphics is a multidisciplinary field in the research
	community, involving computer arts, computer graphics, computer
	vision, digital image/video processing and visual cognitive psychology. It
	aims at the computer generation of images and animations that are made
	in part “by hand” in appearance,...
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Handbook of Spatial LogicsSpringer, 2007
Space, with its manifold layers of structure, has been an inexhaustible source of intellectual fascination since Antiquity. The science that began with the empirical discoveries of the Egyptian ‘rope-stretchers’, and that has inspired many of the greatest developments in mathematics over the centuries, now comprises such topics as...
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From Active Data Management to Event-Based Systems and More: Papers in Honor of Alejandro Buchmann on the Occasion of His 60th BirthdaySpringer, 2011

	Data management has evolved over the years from being strictly associated with
	database systems, through active databases, to being a topic that has grown
	beyond the scope of a single field encompassing multiple aspects: distributed
	systems, event-driven systems, and peer-to-peer and streaming systems. The
	present collection of works,...
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Advanced Analytics with Spark: Patterns for Learning from Data at ScaleO'Reilly, 2015

	
		In this practical book, four Cloudera data scientists present a set of self-contained patterns for performing large-scale data analysis with Spark. The authors bring Spark, statistical methods, and real-world data sets together to teach you how to approach analytics problems by example.

	
		You’ll start with an...
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